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Abstract—Channel modelling of wireless communications from
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is an emerging research chal-
lenge. In this paper, we propose a solution to this issue by
applying a new framework for the prediction of received signal
strength (RSS) in mobile communications based on Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN). The experimental data measurements
are taken with an UAV at different altitudes. We apply several
evolutionary algorithms (EAs) in conjunction with the Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) back-propagation algorithm in order to train
different ANNs and in particular the L-SHADE algorithm,
which self-adapts control parameters and dynamically adjusts
population size. Five new hybrid training methods are designed
by combining LM with self-adaptive Differential Evolution (DE)
strategies. These new training methods obtain better performance
to ANN weight optimization than the original LM method.
The received results are compared to the real values using
representative ANN performance indices and exhibit satisfactory
accuracy.

Index Terms—UAV, cellular communications, Differential Evo-
lution, ANN, Optimization methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

The accurate prediction of radiowave propagation in mobile
networks is an important aspect of their design. For a success-
ful planning, path loss and channel modeling are among the
important requirements. Among the emerging applications of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is their integration with the
existing ground cellular networks [1]. The first step towards
this scenario is the study of cellular systems performance
in heterogeneous networks that serve low-altitude UAVs [2].
This has the potential to provide researchers with valuable
experimental data measurements of cellular signal power that
can be modeled using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [3].
The ANNs usage in the electromagnetics domain is wide [4].
Several papers are found in the literature that use ANN for
indoor and outdoor path-loss modeling [5], [6]. They have
given solutions using measured or theoretically produced data
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by feeding the input of the ANN with values for some of the
geometry parameters of the operational scenario.

The main advantage of the theoretical modeling and estima-
tion of signal propagation is the fact that obtained values may
speed up significantly the network design and maintenance
process. The applicability of this approach is due to the fact
that the only other alternative would be to perform on field
measurements which can be time consuming and expensive.
Modeling accuracy is another important issue that can be im-
proved with novel training techniques. Differential Evolution
(DE) [7] is a population-based global optimizer. Several DE
applications in electromagnetics exist in the literature [8]–
[12]. In [13] an ANN is trained with DE combined with the
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method. The same method has
been applied successfully in [14] for pathloss modeling.

The novelty and contribution in our work lies in the fact that
we present a prediction model for received signal strength from
UAVs based on ANN architectures. We compose a Multiple
Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network and the training data
come from experimental data measurements. Then we propose
new training methods based on self-adaptive DE algorithms
combined with the LM method. Moreover, the Success-History
based Adaptive DE with Linear Population Size Reduction
(L-SHADE) algorithm is applied to ANN training [15]. To
the best of our knowledge this is the first time that the L-
SHADE algorithm is applied to an ANN training problem.
Finally, the produced results are compared with four other
self-adapting DE algorithms, namely the jDE [16], the JADE
algorithm [17], the DE with Strategy Adaptation (SaDE) [18]
and the Composite DE [19] algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the modeling details of the measurement date coming
from the UAV. The details of the self-adapting DE algorithms
and L-SHADE are given in section III. Moreover, Section IV
presents the numerical results. Finally, the conclusion is given
in Section V.

II. RECEIVED POWER MODELING USING ANN

We consider a UAV capable of flying up to 350 m altitude.
We select the current 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) network
for measurements. The measurement equipment consists of
a commercial UAV, the IRIS+ Quadcopter from 3Drobotics,
which carries the handset Samsung Galaxy SIII LTE with
Keysight’s Nemo Handy software [20].
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A. Measurement Procedure

The UAV, acting as an airborne UE, took several LTE
measurements in different locations in Peloponnese, Greece,
by flying at different altitudes. Specifically, we were interested
in the LTE Reference Signal Received Power (RRSP) mea-
surement, a.k.a. received power from the serving cell. Since
the goal is to observe the signal behavior at the flying node,
multiple flights are performed at different sites, continuously
monitoring LTE signals from all the available BSs. An UAV
measurement system is employed for this reason, as shown in
Fig. 1. The measurement system consists of:

• UAV: an IRIS+ Quadcopter from 3Drobotics that utilizes
a Pixhawk autopilot for autonomous flight and a telemetry
system for logging and transmitting the flight data (e.g.
altitude, speed etc.) to the ground station.

• Ground Station: a Laptop with ground control station
software installed (Mission Planner) and an individual
transmitter. The laptop connects to the UAV during the
flight via a 433 MHz link in order to observe and store
the flight data, and controls the UAV.

• Measurement Device (test mobile): a Samsung Galaxy
SIII LTE handset with Keysights Nemo Handy software
installed. The test mobile performs LTE signal measure-
ments for the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP)
and stores the data in its SD card for post processing by
the Nemo Analyze Pro software.

• Data Analysis Software: Keysights Nemo Analyze Pro
software can extract and process all the measured data.

The test mobile is attached on the body of the UAV and con-
nected to the 4G network that is available in the measurement
area. The key measurement setup parameters include:

• System frequency band: LTE 1800 MHz
• Transmitted power: the average transmitted power per

reference symbol
• BS antennas include: Kathrein 80010699, Kathrein

80010647V01
• Operational environments: urban/rural
• Number of total detected cells (PCIs): 28
• Number of measurement sites: 7
• Sample Acquisition Rate: 2 Hz
• UAV flight altitude range: 0-350m

Fig. 2 shows an example from an urban area measurement,
for the measured RSRP from all the detected cells (14) as the
UAV vertically ascends to 253m and then returns to the ground
[21]. The axes are the flight time (horizontal), the measured
RSRP (vertical), while the different colors are for the different
cells. Notice that during the first 15 meters the RSRPs increase
considerably, while new cells are detected after 15m of altitude
when the UAV achieves clearance with building roof tops.
More details about the measurements can be found in [21],
[22].

B. ANN model

The ANN model applied in this paper is shown in Fig. 2.
The ANN has an input layer with NI nodes, hidden layers of
Nm nodes and an output layer of NO nodes. In this paper, we

Fig. 1. The measurement system - UAV with testmobile and Ground station
with Mission Planner and Nemo Analyze Pro.

Fig. 2. RSRPs for all the detected cells during a measurement.

have NI = 9 nodes. Moreover, we develop an ANN model
having input parameters

x̄ = (x1, x2, ..., x9)

where x1, x2 are the drone latitude and longitude respectively,
x3 is the drones ground elevation, x4, x5 is the cell latitude and
longitude respectively, x6 is the cell ground elevation, x7, x8
are the cell building and antenna mast height (m), and x9 is the
drone altitude. The ANN output is the received signal power
in dBm.

We consider in this paper a MLP-NN with two hidden
layers. These have 20 and 10 neurons, respectively. Thus, the
ANNs output is expressed by :

yo,m = FO(

20∑
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where wnt
q represents the synaptic weight from n-th neuron

of the q-th layer towards the t-th neuron of the next layer, xmi r
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Fig. 3. The ANN model.

represents the i-th element of the m-th input pattern and Fh
n

is the activation function of the n-th layer. The training set
comes from real UAV measurements. Out of the whole data
set a test set has been selected for model validation purposes.
The test set is generated using as a rule of thump the 20% of
the measurements set. The results, obtained from the testing
phase, show whether the model is accurate. If so, it is ready to
accept at its input the cell information of the point of interest,
as well as the coordinates of the UAV at the point at which
the estimation of the received power is needed.

C. Training Procedure

Commonly, we use the Mean Square Error (MSE) func-
tion for optimizing the ANN weights and training. This is
expressed by:

MSE =
1

Mtr

Mtr∑
p=1

[|dm − yo,m|]
2

(2)

The ANN training is performed by selecting through an iter-
ative procedure the suitable weights that minimize the above
function. If the error function is minimized or the number of
predefined iterations has passed, then the training process ter-
minates. Thus, the network performance and accuracy can be
evaluated using the test data set. Common training methods for
ANNs are usually gradient-based approaches. Although, these
approaches are quite fast, they have a significant disadvantage;
they may often suffer from trapping in local optima.

Several approaches exist in the literature that use EAs for
ANN training. EAs can escape from local optima because
there are global optimizers [23], [24]. In this concept the
Differential Evolution (DE) has been used for ANN train-
ing. However, the authors in [13] have concluded that the
application of the DE algorithm to ANN training results in
slow convergence. Thus, they proposed and deployed an new
methodology for ANN training that uses a combination of
the DE algorithm and the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method
(DE-LM). This method is applied for training a feed-forward

network. The main concept is the LM method performance
strongly depends on the initial starting point as being a
gradient method. Therefore, if a good starting point is given to
the LM method it may converge fast and with better accuracy
. Thus, in the case first the DE is used for ANN training, in
order to find and select proper vectors for the weights and
biases. Thus, the DE role is to move closer to the global
minimum. Then the second stage is to use the LM method
starting with the vector provided by the DE, which leads to
fast convergence.

Using an EA algorithm like the DE before applying the LM
method can obtain initial starting weights better than those
randomly generated. Thus, it has the potential to find better
solutions and to speed up convergence. Therefore, the EA
performs search space exploration, and the LM method utilized
for exploitation. Based on the above approach, we can create
several new algorithms for ANN training. The basic idea is that
the two methods are executed sequentially. The EA begins and
the LM method follows. This ANN hybrid training approach
is briefly described in the Algorithm 1, where Ed, Ec is the
desired and the calculated accuracy, and MaxEpoch is the
maximum number of epochs.

Algorithm 1 Hybrid EA-LM algorithm
1: Set evolutionary algorithm (EA) initial parameters, popu-

lation size N , and maximum number of objective function
evaluations MAXFES

2: Set control parameters for the EA (if applicable)
3: Generate a uniformly distributed random population of

size N
4: while FES < MAXFES do
5: Apply Evolutionary Algorithm
6: for i=1 to N do
7: Calculate MSE using (2)
8: end for
9: Update FES

10: end while
11: Get best weight vector Wbest found by EA
12: Start the LM method using Wbest as initial point
13: while Ed < Ec or Epoch < MaxEpoch do
14: Calculate MSE using (2)
15: end while

D. ANN Performance metrics

The validation of the methods performance is measured
using suitable error indicators with the test set. The test set
is chosen randomly from the whole data set and it is entirely
different than the training set. The performance indicators we
will use are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the root mean
squared error (RMSE), and the Mean Absolute Percent Error
(MAPE). The following expressions provide the definitions of
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these indicators:

MAE = 1
Mtest

Mtest∑
m=1

|dm − yo,m|

RMSE =

√
1

Mtest

Mtest∑
m=1

[dm − yo,m]

2

MAPE = 1
Mtest

Mtest∑
m=1

∣∣∣dm−yo,m

dm

∣∣∣× 100%

(3)

where Mtest is the test pattern number, dm is the measured
received signal power of the m-th input pattern, and yo,m is the
output of the ANN when the m-th input pattern is presented
to its input.

III. SELF-ADAPTING DE ALGORITHMS

The used algorithms include the standard DE algorithm, and
five self-adaptive DE algorithms. The self-adaptive DE algo-
rithms include the jDE [16], the Composite DE (CoDE) [19],
the JADE algorithm [17], the DE with Strategy Adaptation
(SaDE) [18], and the Success-History based Adaptive DE with
Linear Population Size Reduction (L-SHADE) [15]. Although
for the original DE algorithm the crossover constant, CR, and
the mutation control parameter, F , are the same for all vectors,
this is not the case for the self-adapting DE algorithms. In
these algorithms these values are self-adapted for every vector
in each generation.In this section, we briefly describe the L-
SHADE algorithm.

A. The L-SHADE algorithm

In L-SHADE a population of NP vectors z̄G,i, i =
1, 2, ..., NP evolves in an iterative procedure, where G denotes
the generation number. The initial population is obtained from
a uniform random distribution. A possible problem solution
is modeled as a D-dimensional vector or individual and is
formulated as:

z̄G,i = (zG,1i, zG,2i, ..., zG,ji, ..., zG,Di) (4)

The initial population is produced as:

z0,ji = rndj[0,1) (zj,U − zj,L) + zj,L j = 1, 2, ..., D (5)

where zj,L and zj,U represent the lower and upper bounds
of the j-th dimension respectively and rndj[0,1) is a random
number uniformly distributed within [0, 1). Three operators are
applied to the initial population in each iteration or generation.
These are mutation, crossover, and selection. The mutation
strategy, which is used in JADE and L-SHADE algorithms,
is the DE/current-to-pbest/1/bin [17]. In this case a mutant
vector is given by

v̄G,i = z̄G,i + Fi(z̄G,pbest − z̄G,i) + Fi(z̄G,rn1
− z̄G,rn2

),
rn1 6= rn2 6= i

(6)

where rn1, rn2 are are randomly selected indices from the
population, z̄G,pbest is randomly chosen from the top NP ×
p, (p ∈ [0, 1]) best vectors of current generation, Fiis the
mutation control parameter for vector i. Next, L-SHADE uses
a crossover operator for trial vector generation. This trial

vector ūG,i = (uG,1i, uG,2i, ...uG,ji, ....., uG,Di) is expressed
by:

uG,ji =

{
vG,ji, ifrndj[0,1) ≤ CRiorj = R
zG,ji, ifrndj[0,1)>CRiandj 6= R

(7)

where j = 1, 2, ......, D, rndj[0,1) is a number from a uniform
random distribution within the interval [0, 1), R is a uniformly
distributed random integer chosen from [1, D], and CRi the
crossover control parameter (crossover constant) for vector i.
The L-SHADE self-adapts the F and CR parameters using
the expressions

Fi,G = Cauchy(σFr,G, 0.1)
CRi,G = N(σCRr,G, 0.1)

(8)

where Cauchy(σFr,G, 0.1) and N(σCRr,G, 0.1) are random
values obtained from Cauchy and normal distributions respec-
tively, with mean values σFr,G, and σCRr,G. L-SHADE also
holds a memory repository of size H , which contains the
values of σFr,G and σCRr,G. In the initialization phase, all
σFr,G and σCRr,Gvalues are set to 0.5. In each generation the
mean values are updated using a weighted Lehmer mean. More
details about this can be found in [14]. Boundary handling
during the mutation operation for each dimension k, where
the allowable boundaries are within [zmin,k, zmax,k], is done
using the expression below

vG,ki =

{
(zG,ki+zmin,k)

2 if vG,ki < zmin,k
(zG,ki+zmax,k)

2 if vG,ki > zmax,k

(9)

Moreover, L-SHADE (similar to JADE), uses an external
archive A of size |A| for maintaining diversity. This archive
stores the vectors z̄G,i that were worse than the trial vectors
ūG,i. These vectors in the original DE algorithm do not survive
to the next generation. That way when the archive is used, the
vector z̄G,r2 in (7) is chosen not from the current population
but from the union of current population with the external
archive A. If the size of A is above a predefined value, then
randomly selected vectors are removed from the archive in
order to store the new vectors.

The basic concept in L-SHADE except from the self-
adaption of the control parameters, is the linear population size
reduction. L-SHADE uses Linear Population Size Reduction
(LPSR) that reduces the population size using a linear function
of the current number of fitness evaluations. Thus, at the end
of generation G, the population size NPG+1, of the next
generation G+ 1 is calculated as

NPG+1 = round

[(
NPmin −NPini

MAXFES

)
× FES +NPini

]
(10)

where NPini is the population size of generation 1, NPmin

is the population size of the last generation, MAXFES is
the maximum number of objective function evaluations, and
FES is the current number of objective function evaluations.
If NPG+1 < NPG then the NPG−NPG+1 worst vectors are
removed from current population. The L-SHADE algorithm
for ANN training is shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 L-SHADE for ANN training algorithm
1: Set initial population size NPini, and maximum number

of objective function evaluations MAXFES
2: Set initial mean values for σFr,G = σCRr,G = 0.5
3: Set initial archive A = ∅, G = 1
4: Generate a uniformly distributed random population of

size N1 = NPini ANNs
5: while FES < MAXFES do
6: for i=1 to NG do
7: Calculate Fi,G, CRi,G according to (8)
8: Make mutant vector v̄G,i using (6)
9: Make trial vector ūG,i

10: Train the ANN whose weights are defined by the trial
vector

11: Calculate MSE using (2)
12: FES = FES + 1
13: Replace old vector if new vector MSE value is lower
14: Check if removal of vectors from archive A is

required
15: end for
16: Update population size using (10)
17: G = G+ 1
18: end while

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For all EAs except from L-SHADE we set the population
size and iteration number to 300 and 200, respectively. Thus,
we have a total of 60,000 objective function evaluations. Since
LSHADE uses a dynamic population size, in this case we set
the maximum number of objective function evaluations. We
consider two design cases one where all the algorithms are
applied to the ANN training and a second where the algorithms
are applied to ANN training combined with the LM method.
The total number of unknown variables is 201, therefore this
problem is high dimensional. The total number of training
vectors is 712, while the total number of test vectors is 178.

A. Case 1: Single Algorithm training

In this case, we consider the EA algorithms as the training
method for the ANN. In order to compare results, we also train
the ANN using the LM method. We run the algorithms for 50
independent trials. We obtain and compare the best, worst, and
mean values. Table I shows the algorithms comparative results
by means of RMSE. We notice that the LM method obtained
the best value. However, the LM results in a large mean and
a high standard deviation value. L-SHADE obtained the best
mean, worst and standard deviation values. We also see that
the original DE failed to produce competitive results. Similar
results are shown in Table II, which shows the comparative
results by means of MAPE. Again, mean, worst and standard
deviation values for the L-SHADE, are the best among all
algorithms. Fig. 4 depicts the box plots of the RMSE values
(Received Signal Strength values are in (dBm)) obtained by
all algorithms. For better visibility reasons we have selected
a log scale for y-axis. We notice that LM obtained the larger
dispersion of values. L-SHADE obtained the smaller value

TABLE I
COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF THE RMSE USING DIFFERENT TRAINING

METHODS. THE SMALLEST VALUES ARE IN BOLD FONT

RMSE Best Worst Mean Standard Dev.

L-SHADE 8.76 9.05 8.89 0.12

jDE 9.39 10.04 9.73 0.22

CODE 10.04 11.11 10.6 0.34

JADE 8.88 9.58 9.17 0.23

SADE 11.79 12.74 12.22 0.36

DE 12.42 16.14 14.17 1.23

LM 8.13 56.94 18.05 18.75

TABLE II
COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF THE MAPE USING DIFFERENT TRAINING

METHODS. THE SMALLEST VALUES ARE IN BOLD FONT.

MAPE Best Worst Mean Standard Dev.

L-SHADE 6.84 7.18 7.04 0.1

jDE 7.77 8.42 8.14 0.22

CODE 8.4 9.24 8.9 0.26

JADE 7.27 7.8 7.56 0.2

SADE 9.43 10.65 9.91 0.35

DE 10.37 13.48 11.99 1.02

LM 5.48 58.55 16.9 21.22

CODE LM jDE SADE DE JADE L-SHADE
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Fig. 4. Case 1. Box plots of the RMSE values obtained by all algorithms.

dispersion. Table III reports the performance indices for the
best ANNs obtained by LM and L-SHADE. The performance
of the two ANNs is close. This is also evident in the following
Figs 5-6. Figs 5a-5c depict the results of the best obtained
ANN by LM. Fig. 5a shows the received signal values yielded
by the best ANN, versus the real measurement data taken
by the UAV. The blue line represents the ANN output, while
the red dots are the measurement values. We notice that the
ANN predicted values are adequately near to the experimental
values, as the dots are close to the line. Additionally, Fig. 5b
presents the histogram of the difference between the estimated
and the real data values. The histogram of the percentage
difference between the estimated and the real measurement
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TABLE III
BEST ANN PERFORMANCE FOR LM AND LSHADE

Algorithm LM LSHADE

RMSE (dB) 8.13 8.76

MAE (dB) 5.65 6.18

MAPE (%) 6.44 7.04

values is shown in Fig. 5c, where the red line shows the
MAPE value. Overall, from all three figures, we conclude that
the ANN model is a good estimation of the real measurement
values. We notice that the MAPE value is quite low, therefore
the prediction accuracy, is sufficient. The MAPE metric is
regarded as a better performance measure than MSE because it
does not accentuate large errors. Thus, we may conclude that
the obtained ANN sufficiently modeled the received signal
power. This also the case and for Figs 6a-6c which show
the performance of the best ANN obtained by L-SHADE. We
notice that this ANN is also a close approximation of the real
data. Thus, L-SHADE sufficiently managed to train the ANN.

B. Case 2 : Hybrid algorithm training

In order to improve the results and obtained ANNs, we have
applied hybrid combinations of the algorithms with the LM
method. Table IV reports the algorithms comparative results
regarding the RMSE. It is evident that LSHADE-LM obtained
the best results in terms of best and mean values. Moreover, we
can see that the LM method obtained results have a very high
standard deviation. Although, the best value is close to that
of the other algorithms, it seems that this particular modeling
problem is difficult to solve using only one run of the LM
method and requires more effort. On the other hand, all hybrid
methods are highly competitive and achieve small standard
deviation values. Similar results regarding the MAPE values
are obtained from Table V . We notice that LSHADE-LM
outperformed the other algorithms in terms also of the MAPE
values. The results of the best obtained ANN by LSHADE-
LM are presented in Figs 7a-7c. The best ANN has a RMSE
value of 6.91 dB, MAE value of 4.38 dB, and MAPE value
of 4.89%. These values are the best among all the results and
in previous case. The box plots for this case are depicted in
Fig. 8. In this case the hybrid algorithms obtain results with
small dispersion of values. CoDE-LM obtained the smaller
dispersion of values. We also notice that in this case all the
algorithms are improved in comparison with the previous one.
This also evident in Fig 9. The improvement could be higher
than 6(dB) in one case.

C. Model Validation

In order to provide evidence for the validity of the proposed
methodology, we show measurements for a LOS operational
scenario with a fixed location for the UAV at 37.53◦ latitude,
22.369◦ longitude, which is near the city of Tripoli, Greece.
The base station is at a distance about 3.9km away and
the UAV height varies from 10m to 210m. Clearance is
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Fig. 5. Results obtained by the best ANN trained with LM.

guaranteed for this scenario, and hence, the validity of the
measurements, model predictions and predictions based on
the general path loss model, can be tested. As it is shown in
Fig 10 and Table VI, the RMSE is 3.15dB when the received
power of −91.7dBm is calculated with a path loss exponent
n = 2.2, [25]. For this scenario we also choose the best
ANN model, the L-SHADE-LM, and check its predictions.
As shown in Fig 10 and Table VI, the model’s predictions
achieve RMSE 3.05dB with respect to the measurements,
which is very satisfactory. Similar performance statistics were
noticed for all the cases when the UAV height was above roof-
tops, irrespective of distance. These results are consistent with
results shown elsewhere, e.g. [26], [27].

Nevertheless, it must be stressed here that the advantage
of the proposed model is that it can produce predictions for
all the area where the measurements were performed, i.e. for
other positions where no measurements exist, as well as for
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Fig. 6. Results obtained by the best ANN trained with LSHADE.

all other areas with similar environmental characteristics.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced an artificial neural network
based framework for estimating the received signal power at
the UAV in a heterogeneous cellular operational environment.
This is accomplished in conjunction with UAV measurements.

The obtained results show that the L-SHADE is a powerful
optimizer. It must also be pointed out that L-SHADE was
ranked first in the single objective optimization contest in IEEE
CEC 2014. L-SHADE has some unique features among the
other algorithms. These are the dynamic population size reduc-
tion and the way of self-adapting the control parameters. These
features make L-SHADE competitive with the LM method in
ANN training and allow the L-SHADE to outperform other
self-adapting DE algorithms.
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Fig. 7. Results obtained by the best ANN trained with LSHADE-LM.
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Fig. 8. Case 2. Box plots of the RMSE values obtained by all algorithms.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the mean results obtained by single algorithm
training and combination with LM training.

TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF THE RMSE USING DIFFERENT TRAINING

METHODS. THE SMALLEST VALUES ARE IN BOLD FONT.

RMSE Best Worst Mean Standard Dev.

L-SHADE-LM 6.91 9.14 8.41 0.72

jDE-LM 7.72 10.16 8.77 0.64

CODE-LM 8.59 9.91 8.87 0.39

JADE-LM 8.22 10.87 8.77 0.77

SADE-LM 8.02 9.55 8.7 0.49

DE-LM 8 10.67 8.95 0.87

LM 8.13 56.94 18.05 18.75

Moreover, we have presented a framework for obtaining
the optimum ANN training algorithm for a given problem.
We have applied and compared five self-adapting DE algo-
rithms on ANN training. The L-SHADE is the only algorithm
that obtained results similar or better than the LM method.
Additionally, we have used five new hybrid methods for
ANN training, the jDE-LM, the L-SHADE-LM, the JADE-
LM, the SADE-LM, and the CODE-LM methods. All have
obtained sufficiently accurate results, however the L-SHADE-
LM outperformed the other algorithms. The obtained results
show that the hybrid algorithms are more efficient than the

TABLE V
COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF THE MAPE USING DIFFERENT TRAINING

METHODS. THE SMALLEST VALUES ARE IN BOLD FONT.

MAPE Best Worst Mean Standard Dev.

L-SHADE-LM 4.89 7.2 6.34 0.75

jDE-LM 5.8 7.51 6.62 0.44

CODE-LM 6.38 7.55 6.8 0.37

JADE-LM 6.08 7.31 6.65 0.42

SADE-LM 5.07 7.29 6.58 0.64

DE-LM 6.06 8.05 6.83 0.67

LM 5.48 58.55 16.9 21.22
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Fig. 10. Comparative results of the empirical path loss, best ANN model,
and the real measurements in a specific fixed location.

TABLE VI
COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF BEST ANN MODEL AND EMPIRICAL PATH

LOSS

Model ANN Empirical path loss n = 2.2

RMSE (dB) 3.05 3.15

MAE (dB) 2.72 2.82

MAPE (%) 3.08 3.20

classical LM algorithm for ANN training. In the future, we
will also evaluate other training methods and expand ANN and
received signal power modeling with different training data
cases. Moreover, future work will consider the extension of the
proposed modelling approach to other parameters such as radio
channel coherence time and Doppler spread, the correlation
between the output parameters to improve the prediction
accuracy and other new and very promising algorithms like
the Mutated Invasive Weed Optimization, which was applied in
[28] for 4-D Array for Femtocell cognitive radio optimization.
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